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Behavioral differences in urban Sciurus carolinensis with varying human exposure as a
model for synanthropic human-animal relationships
by
Tiffany M. Jordan
Spring 2022
Synanthropic animals are considered a halfway point between wild and domestic
animals that live in urban environments and depend on humans for their survival. Sciurus
carolinensis, the eastern gray squirrel, symbolizes a distinctive coexistence between
human and wildlife as they are commonly fed in parks and gardens. They are native to
the eastern United States. Where they are invasive, they are found only in urban areas and
not in rural or wildlife areas. This study examined how different levels of human
exposure impact the behavior of S. carolinensis in its non-native range from two different
perspectives by using flight initiation distance and feeding surveys. Flight initiation
distance (FID) measures the distance at which S. carolinensis begins to flee from an
approaching predator or threat and helps us better understand how prey organisms
measure threats and assess the trade-offs of the conflicting demands for the need to
forage and to avoid predation. Measuring how close S. carolinensis comes for food helps
us better understand how they interpret the risk assessment involved with approaching us
for food and their commensal relationships with humans. Surveys were conducted at 8
locations in Spokane County, Washington State. FID surveys were conducted on 47
squirrels and feeding surveys were conducted on 42 squirrels. The locations ranged from
parks to campuses to represent an urban gradient based on relative number of people. FID
increased with starting distance, and it decreased with an increase in human exposure.
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Locations with fewest humans had the highest measurements of FID. Locations with
more humans had the shortest measurements of FID. Squirrels were more likely to take
peanuts at locations with more humans and a lower tree density. This may be due to a
shift in natural resources to anthropogenic food sources for urban squirrels. Squirrels
seem to be more habituated with humans in areas that have more humans and are
developing a commensal relationship with us where their natural food sources are
declining.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As cities continue to expand, other habitats are dwindling, which is forcing organisms to
adapt to urban living or go extinct (Banks 2017). Some organisms have not only adjusted to
urban environments, but thrive in them, adapting their behavior and physiology at a remarkable
pace to benefit from urban living (Banks 2017). Urban habitats have become an ecosystem of
their own with a diverse assortment of flora and fauna composed only of the organisms able to
survive and thrive (Schilthuizen 2018). One group of such organisms is synanthropic animals.
Synanthropic animals are considered a halfway point between wild and domestic animals (Banks
2017). They are not pets, but they benefit from living nearby humans. These creatures do not just
live near humans, they depend on humans for their survival. Synanthropic animals include the
raccoon (Procyon lotor), the pigeon (Columba livia domestica), and the eastern gray squirrel
(Sciurus carolinensis).
Sciurus carolinensis, the eastern gray squirrel, is an appropriate model species for
studying synanthropic animals because it is easy to observe, very common (Koprowski & Steele
2001) and habituated to humans due to artificial feeding (Uchida et al. 2019). It exhibits higher
population density and increased activity levels in urban environments compared to rural
environments due to reduced predation risk and more abundant resources (Uchida et al. 2020).
Squirrels symbolize a distinctive coexistence between humans and wildlife (Uchida et al. 2020).
It has been widely used for studying the evolution of mammal social structure, reproductive
strategies, and population biology (Sherman & Wolff 2008). S. carolinensis is native in the
eastern United States and southern Canada but has spread and been introduced in western states
and further north in Canada (Koprowski & Steele 2001). Where they have been introduced, they
are found only in urban areas and not in rural or wildlife areas (Koprowski & Steele 2001).
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In the past, humans were considered a predator to S. carolinensis, but where human
interactions with these animals have changed from hunting, to ignoring, and even feeding them,
their perception of humans has changed as well. High levels of human visitation have reduced S.
carolinensis antipredator behavior towards humans; it has learned that humans are not a threat
(Cooper et al. 2008). Their diets and foraging habits have shifted to include garbage and
birdseed. They exist at higher population densities when living near humans since their levels of
predation are decreased (Sarno et al. 2014).
Previous studies with S. carolinensis documented varied levels of vigilance along urban
gradients (Sarno et al. 2014) and altered behavioral responses in suburban habitats dependent on
human activity levels (Cooper et al. 2008). Studies have also documented the influence of
humans on flight initiation distance (FID) during foraging which measures the distance at which
S. carolinensis begins to flee from an approaching predator or threat (Engelhardt & Weladji
2011). Flight initiation distance provides insight into how prey organisms measure threats and
assess the trade-offs of the conflicting demands for the need to forage and avoid predation
(Leaver et al. 2017). Engelhardt and Weladji (2011) focused on flight initiation distance. They
found that flight initiation distance increased with decreasing human exposure and attributed the
differences in flight initiation distance to habituation to human exposure. That study was
conducted in S. carolinensis native range. Behavior might be different in non-native ranges. Prey
typically experience strong selection to detect and respond to predators, but there are often
mismatches between actual and perceived risk in novel habitats and where species have been
introduced (Gaynor et al. 2019). Prey species that live in predator-free environments might still
associate landscape cues with predation risk (Gaynor et al. 2019).
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Increased boldness is one of the most widely reported behavioral shifts in many urban
animal species since many predators avoid urban areas. Human habituation was considered to be
a confounding variable of decreased vigilance as an antipredator response in urban animal
studies, so Uchida et al. (2019) conducted an experiment in Japan comparing human models and
novel objects as approaching objects to Eurasian red squirrels, Sciurus vulgaris. They found that
FID is a better indicator of habituation rather than a reduction in vigilance by comparing FID as
a measure of risk assessment and alert distance as a measure of vigilance. Alert distance is the
distance an animal notices an approaching object but has not yet identified it as a threat. They
found that both a reduction in vigilance and increased habituation contributed to their increased
boldness in urban areas, but the squirrels were still able to assess potential threats, such as foxes,
despite a reduction of predators in the area (Uchida et al. 2019).
S. carolinensis may have formed a commensalism with humans as synanthropic animals,
and they may even rely on us as a food source. There have been no documented studies
observing the commensal relationship S. carolinensis associated with human presence. S.
carolinensis seem to assess that there is a risk associated with interacting with humans, but that
risk may be worth the benefit of additional nutrition to them. Studying flight initiation distance
helps us understand the habituation they experience with humans, but not the risk-assessment
involved with approaching us for food. Using food can help us better understand how they
interpret their commensal relationships with humans.
It is possible to measure several aspects of food acceptance behavior. At the most
basic level is the probability of an organism to accept food items, or the proportion of food
items accepted. The distance at which the individuals accept or eat the food items provides a
measure of the level of risk assessed by the squirrels. In addition, the distance to which
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individuals can be enticed to approach humans even closer for additional food items
represents the result of a tradeoff between the increased nutrition provided by additional food
items, and the increased risk of predation assessed by the animal. Finally, the number of food
items accepted might tell us about the sustained level of comfort of the animals around
people.
The objective of this study is to understand how different levels of human exposure or
abundance impact the behavior of S. carolinensis in its non-native territory of the western United
States using FID to measure habituation and food acceptance to measure commensalism. I
hypothesize that flight initiation distance will decrease, and food acceptance will increase as
relative amount of people increases.
2 METHODS
Study sites
This study was conducted at parks, cemeteries, and college campuses in Spokane County,
Washington (Figure 1). The campuses, Eastern Washington University (EWU) in Cheney,
Washington, and Gonzaga University (GU) and Whitworth University in Spokane, Washington,
and represented highly populated areas. Other study sites included Fairmont Memorial Park,
Lincoln Park, Finch Arboretum, Hays Park, and Audubon Park to represent a gradient of relative
amount of people. These locations were selected because they all had active S. carolinensis on
site and were easily accessible. An approved EWU Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC) was obtained before any surveys were initiated.
Relative Amount of People
Relative amount of people was measured by counting the humans within the study area.
This information was assessed by taking a picture of the study site 3 times at each location
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between April and May of 2022 on days when the weather was sunny and warm, and counting
the number of people. A picture was taken at the busiest times at each location to get an accurate
count of the maximum number of people. Busy times varied depending on location. Parks and
cemeteries were recorded on weekends in the middle of the day, and campuses were recorded on
weekdays during school hours between classes. Measurements were not recorded at cemeteries
during memorial services to avoid unusually high levels of humans, and to respect the privacy of
attendees. Measurements were averaged between visits to obtain a single measure of relative
amount of people for each site.
Tree density
In order to calculate tree density per hectare for each location, I measured the distance
from the tree closest to the squirrel (“refuge”) to the two next closest trees in both the FID and
food survey trials. These distances were first averaged for each squirrel, and then averaged
across all squirrels within a location. Tree density was calculated using the nearest neighbor
method (Elzinga et al. 1998) using the below equation:

where D is the tree density, A is the reference area, which I assumed to be 1 m 2 for simplicity,
and is the average distance between trees in meters. I multiplied the resulting tree density per
m2 by 10,000 to obtain tree density estimates per hectare, which was on the order of magnitude
of my study sites.
Tree density is a distinct measure from the distance to the closest tree and neighbor.
The distance to the closest tree represents the distance to refuge, which provides safety for the
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squirrel in case of an attack. In contrast, tree density applies over a larger area, and describes
broader habitat characteristics in terms of food sources and nesting sites as well (Williams
2011). Therefore, we included both measures in a subset of my analyses.
Flight Initiation Distance and feeding surveys were conducted on separate visits to avoid
conflicting the subjects’ interests. FID surveys were typically conducted several days or weeks
before feeding surveys. All distance measurements were recorded with a Bosch BLAZE TM
Outdoor GLM400C Laser Measure device. This device is a handheld laser measure that can
obtain the measurement of any object it is pointed at up to 400 feet. It has a combination of
digital screen and laser pointer to ensure greater accuracy than estimating locations and
measuring distances (e.g., Engelhardt & Weladji 2011). I was able to obtain accurate
measurements of the distance between myself and the squirrel by pointing the laser beam at the
body of the squirrel without disturbing its behavior (unlike my initial attempt to use drones to
take pictures to later measure distances).
Flight initiation distance survey
Flight initiation distance (FID) was documented at each site. Starting distance was
determined when a squirrel was spotted and was within measurable distance of my approach
without scaring the squirrel away. FID was measured by walking towards S. carolinensis while
maintaining eye contact to simulate predation risk with intent to capture. The moment the
squirrel began to flee, the distance between myself and the squirrel, as well as the distance to the
nearest tree, was recorded. The distance nearest tree to the next two nearest trees was also
recorded to get a relative measurement of tree density (nearest neighbor method). These surveys
were conducted at each site on at least five different squirrels.
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Food survey
A food survey was conducted to test the animal’s comfort level and familiarity with
humans as a food source. The survey began by attempting to approach a squirrel and throwing a
shelled, unsalted peanut within approximately one meter of the squirrel. If the squirrel showed no
interest in the peanut and ran away, that survey was concluded, and the squirrel was marked as
not taking food from people. If the squirrel appeared to be looking for the peanut but unable to
find it, another peanut was tossed. The distance between the squirrel and myself when the
squirrel took the peanut or ran away was recorded. If the squirrel took the peanut to a distance
and ate it, the distance between me and the squirrel was also recorded. After the squirrel finished
eating the peanut, another five peanuts were tossed, one at a time, gradually closer to myself to
measure how close a squirrel would come to a human for food. The distance the peanut was
picked up at and how far the squirrel took it away to eat it were recorded with each peanut.
Surveys were concluded at any point the squirrel ran away. At the end of the survey, the distance
to the nearest refuge from the squirrel’s final location was recorded. The distance to the next two
closest trees from the refuge were recorded to get a relative measurement of tree density (nearest
neighbor method). These surveys were conducted at each site on at least five different squirrels.
Feeding surveys were conducted on only one squirrel at a time to avoid conflicts over food.
Statistical methods
All statistical analyses were conducted using R 4.2.0 (R Core Team, 2021). The
correlation between relative amount of people and tree density was tested using a Spearman rank
correlation. Flight initiation distance was analyzed using a linear mixed effect model, after logtransforming it to achieve normality. Initial trials began with a full model with base-10 log FID
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as the response variable, the relative number of people, tree density per hectare, starting distance,
distance to nearest tree and all their interactions as predictor variables, and location as a random
intercept. An all-model selection was conducted on this full model. An all-model selection runs
every single combination of subsets of predictor variables, extracts the coefficients of all the
predictor variables from each model, and calculates the AICc of each model, allowing for
model comparison. Using the above model as a full model, I conducted an all-model selection
using AICc as the model selection criteria and selected the best model as the one with the lowest
AICc. The significance of predictors in the best model was tested using a Type III ANOVA.
The proportion of peanuts taken by the squirrels in the feeding survey as a function of
location was estimated using a logistic regression. To explain the differences in the proportion of
peanuts taken between locations, I ran a generalized mixed effect logistic regression. The full
model included both the relative amount of people, and tree density per hectare as predictor
variables, as well as their interactions with the initial distance to the squirrel as fixed predictor
variables, and individual squirrel ID nested within locations as random effect. Each individual
squirrel was provided with a unique squirrel ID, incorporating both the location it was
surveyed and the sequence in which it was encountered.
To test if squirrels would eat peanuts closer to people between locations, I conducted a
general linear mixed effects model with the log-10 transformed distance from myself to where
each peanut was eaten as a response variable, and the same predictor variables as above for the
proportion of peanuts eaten. An all-model selection was conducted on this full model. Using
the above model as a full model, I conducted an all-model selection using AICc as the model
selection criteria and selected the best model as the one with the lowest AICc. The
significance of predictors in the best model was tested using a Type III ANOVA. Type III
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ANOVA was used because it estimates the effect of each predictor variables independently of
each other, correcting for the effect of other predictor variables when estimating the effect of
a single predictor variable, which is especially important for unbalanced designs.
For squirrels that took peanuts, I calculated the maximum and the minimum distance at
which they would eat a peanut, and then subtracted one from the other to measure how much
closer the squirrel could be enticed to come to obtain subsequent peanuts. I tested if relative
amount of people and tree density could explain these differences between locations using an
ANOVA with the difference as the response variable and location as a predictor variable.
I calculated the number of peanuts eaten by squirrels that did take peanuts and tested if
that was different between different locations using a Poisson regression with the number of
peanuts as the response variable and location as the predictor variable. I then tested if the relative
amount of people and tree density could explain differences between locations using a similar
model structure as before, using a generalized mixed effects model with Poisson distribution,
followed by all-model selection.
3 RESULTS
Relative amount of people and tree density per hectare
The locations varied widely in terms of the relative amount of people and tree density per
hectare (Table 1). Finch Arboretum had the lowest relative amount of people but the highest tree
density per hectare. Gonzaga University had the highest relative amount of people and
intermediate tree density per hectare. Hays Park had the lowest tree density and intermediate
number of relative amount of people. There was no significant correlation between the relative
amount of people and the tree density across locations (ρ=-0.166, df=14, p-value=0.7033).
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Flight initiation distance
Flight initiation distance measurements were recorded on five (most locations) to nine
squirrels (Table 3). Locations with the fewest number of humans (Fairmount, Finch, and
Lincoln) had the highest measurements of FID. Locations with the largest number of humans
(Whitworth, EWU, and GU) had the shortest measurements of FID (Table 3, Figure 4). The best
statistical model was found to be one including only the relative number of people and starting
distance as predictors, without their interaction (Table 2). Both relative amount of people and
starting distance were highly significant predictors. FID decreased with increasing relative
amount of people (p-value<0.001, t=-7.18327, df= 6, Figure 2), with the base-10 log of FID
decreasing by 0.0099416 for every one additional person. This means that FID is multiplied by
0.9773686 for every additional person of relative amount of people, decreasing exponentially.
For every one more centimeter of starting distance, the base-10 log of the flight initiation
distance increased by 0.0002447 (p-value<0.001, t=7.13394, df=38, Figure 3). This means that
for FID is multiplied by 1.000564 for every cm increase in starting distance.
Feeding survey results
Proportion of peanuts taken--The feeding survey was conducted on 5-6 squirrels at each location
(Table 4). The number of peanuts taken differed between different locations (Table 4, Figure 5).
The proportion of peanuts taken was significantly different between different locations when not
taking individual squirrel ID into consideration (p-value<0.001, df=7, χ 2=65.199) with none of
the squirrels taking any peanuts at Finch, Fairmount, Lincoln, and Audubon compared to the
other locations (Figure 6).
The best model to explain the proportion of peanuts taken at each location was the one
including relative amount of people and tree density as predictor variables, but not the initial
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distance to squirrel, or interactions with the other two variables (Table 5). Both the relative
amount of people (p-value=0.001492, z=3.716) and tree density (p-value<0.001, z=-4.44) at
their locations were significant predictors of the proportion of peanuts taken by each squirrel.
These predictors explained 29.2% of the variation in the proportion of peanuts taken by
individual squirrels. The probability of a peanut being taken by a squirrel increased with
increasing relative amount of people (Figure 7) and decreased with increasing tree density per
hectare (Figure 8). Based on the estimated probability as a function of relative amount of people,
squirrels take peanuts only when they are exposed to more than 40 people on average (Figure 9),
and if tree density is less than 50 trees per hectare (Figure 10).
Distance between myself and where the squirrels would eat the peanut -- The best model to
explain the distance from myself and where the squirrel would take a peanut to eat it included
only the initial distance from the squirrel as a significant predictor (Table 6, p-value<0.001,
t=4.89033, df=35). The initial distance from the squirrel explained 30.43% of the variation in the
distance at which they would eat the peanut from me. The distance from myself and where they
would eat the peanut increased by 1.001528 cm for every 1 cm increase in initial distance
(Figure 11).
Difference between maximum and minimum distance of eating peanuts -- There was a significant
difference between the 4 locations where squirrels took peanuts in terms of how much closer
they were willing to approach me to obtain peanuts (p=0.00146, F=11.36, df num=3, dfdenom=10).
Squirrels were more willing to come closer to myself to obtain additional peanuts at EWU and
Gonzaga University, but less so at Hays Park and Whitworth University (Figure 12, Table 3).
However, the minimum distance and the maximum distance that they were willing to go to
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obtain a peanut was not significantly different (p-value=0.22, F=1.751, df num=3, dfdenom=10 and
p-value=0.95, F=0.113, dfnum=3, dfdenom=10, respectively).
Numbers of peanuts eaten
I did not find a significant difference in the number of peanuts eaten per squirrel between
the four locations where squirrels did eat peanuts (Figure 13, p-value=0.06387, df=3, χ 2=7.2667).
The best model to explain the number of peanuts different squirrels ate included only the initial
distance to squirrel (Table 7). The average number of peanuts significantly decreased with
increasing initial distance to squirrel (p-value=0.005781, z=-2.76, Figure 14), with initial
distance explaining 49.11% of the variation in the number of peanuts taken.
4 DISCUSSION
There was a strong association between levels of human activity and squirrel behavior.
Compared to locations with fewer people, at locations with the most human activity squirrels let
people come closer and were more likely to take food from people. These observations suggest
that squirrels exposed to higher human activity show the greatest levels of habituation and
commensalism.
Squirrels at sites with higher human exposure showed the greatest levels of habituation
with humans. FID was shortest at these locations, consistent with other studies (Sarno et al.
2014, Cooper et al. 2008, Engelhardt & Weladji 2011). Squirrels at these locations let humans
get much closer before they began to flee, showing higher levels of comfort with humans.
Greater exposure to humans has taught squirrels that humans are not a threat, and their perceived
risk of humans has reduced with frequent human encounters (Engelhardt & Weladji 2011).
Locations with the fewest average humans had the largest FID. Squirrels at these locations would
not let humans get close before they began to flee, showing less habituation with humans.
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Starting distance varied by location depending on the squirrels’ comfort level with
humans. The squirrels at Lincoln Park had some of the largest starting distances. They seemed to
be the least comfortable with humans and would not let me approach at close distances compared
to squirrels at other locations such as Whitworth which had much shorter starting distances and
FID. Starting distance was limited at locations with lower relative amounts of people in order to
be able to conduct the study as starting distance had to be larger than FID. At locations with
higher amounts of humans, squirrels seemed to be more comfortable with people and the starting
distances could be shorter.
Distance to nearest tree and tree density did not appear to have an effect on FID. It
appears that the amount of human exposure does impact squirrels’ behavior. They will let
humans come closer to them when they have had higher levels of exposure and consider humans
a minor threat. Fleeing from humans at great distances would be a waste of resources and energy
since they are unlikely to harm the squirrel. They have learned that humans are not predators and
have become more comfortable with humans in areas where human activity levels are higher
(Engelhardt & Weladji 2011).
Squirrels were more likely to accept peanuts in locations with more people and fewer
trees. This may be due to a shift in their natural food resources. Where there are fewer natural
food sources such as trees, and more people present producing human food litter, urban wildlife
diets may shift to include more anthropogenic foods. This shift demonstrates the commensal
relationship formed between squirrels and humans where squirrels are dependent on humans for
food in urban areas. Although human food litter tends to have lower nutritional value, it is often
calorie-rich and easily accessible for wildlife (Murray et al. 2015). Urban squirrel diets are
shifting to become more dependent on anthropogenic food sources as urban ecosystems continue
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to grow. Food is available to squirrels in the form of waste left in garbage cans, litter, and human
handouts (Oro et al. 2013). People might leave out seed for the wildlife in feeders or come to
parks to feed the squirrels. This sort of human association with food may be increasing squirrels’
habituation levels with humans (Uchida et al. 2019).
At the universities, squirrels would accept peanuts from humans. Many squirrels at the
universities could even be enticed to come closer to me in order to get more food. They might be
fed by humans on a regular basis as they seemed to recognize humans as a safe food source.
Most squirrels recognized the sight of a bag of food and instantly responded to the potential
feeding at these locations.
Gonzaga University had the most squirrels that would accept multiple peanuts and came
the closest to humans to receive food. Gonzaga had some of the highest amounts of humans on
average and is also located near downtown Spokane. While all the universities are active with
people during the week, Gonzaga is probably the busiest campus on weekends due to its
proximity to downtown. Human activity levels were not documented during the weekend, but
Gonzaga is probably the most active. Squirrels at Gonzaga see the most humans and are likely
fed at this campus more than at other locations.
Hays Park and Audubon Park both had an intermediate relative amount people and
similar tree density. Hays had four squirrels out of six that accepted peanuts and one squirrel that
accepted multiple peanuts, whereas none of the squirrels at Audubon accepted peanuts. The
feeding patterns observed at Hays and other higher human density locations would suggest that
Audubon should have had squirrels that accepted peanuts, but none of the squirrels did. The most
likely cause of the different behaviors at this location was the presence of dogs. While all sites
had some dogs, Audubon seemed to have the most. Number of dogs was not included in this
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study but could be useful to observe in future studies. Audubon is a very popular park for dog
owners. Dogs were often seen off leash at this park, particularly in the morning when squirrels
were more active. The association of humans and dogs seemed to change the squirrels’
relationship with humans at this location as they did not associate humans with food and never
accepted peanuts. Hays Park had fewer dogs and they were typically kept on leash. The squirrels
seemed much more comfortable with people at Hays than Audubon despite having similar
amounts of people and a similar tree density.
My results demonstrate that urbanization has created habituation and a commensal
relationship between humans and the eastern gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis) in their
introduced range. I found that squirrels are more comfortable around humans and more willing to
accept food from humans in areas that have higher levels of human activity. Future studies
should investigate the strength of this commensal relationship and the factors such as presence of
dogs or natural and urban food sources present that determine the strength of that relationship.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 1. Relative amount of people and tree density at each of the locations where FID and
feeding surveys were conducted.
Location

Relative amount of people (person)

Tree Density per hectare

Finch

4.5

88.16

Fairmount

7

49.26

Lincoln

10.5

60.00

Hays

20

29.25

Audubon

28

41.83

Whitworth

40

44.95

EWU

45.5

70.19

Gonzaga

58

57.81

19

Table 2. Model selection table of the Flight Initiation Distance. Each row indicates the results of
a given model with a specific combination of predictor variables. People stands for relative
amount of people, Starting stands for starting distance, Tree_density stands for tree density per
hectare, and Distance stands for distance to the nearest tree below, with interactions denoted by
the colon. The df, logLik, AICc, delta and weights columns contain the degrees of freedom, the
log likelihood, the AICc, the difference between the best model, and the model weight of each
model, respectively. Models are ordered from smallest to largest AICc values.
Models
People + Starting
People + Starting + People:Starting
People + Starting + Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting
People + Starting + Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + People:Distance
People + Distance + Starting + Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + People:Starting
People + Starting + Tree_density + People:Starting
People + Starting + Tree_density + People:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + People:Distance +
People:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Starting + Tree_density + People:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Starting + Tree_density + People:Starting +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + People:Starting +
Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + People:Distance +
Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting

df
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9

logLi AICc
delta weight
k
13.67 -15.88
0.00 3.12E-01
13.94 -13.78
2.09 1.10E-01
13.69 -13.28
2.60 8.51E-02
13.67 -13.24
2.64 8.35E-02
14.29 -11.71
4.17 3.89E-02
14.22 -11.56
4.31 3.61E-02
13.97 -11.06
4.82 2.81E-02
13.95 -11.03
4.85 2.77E-02
13.95 -11.02
4.85 2.76E-02
13.72 -10.56
5.31 2.19E-02
13.69 -10.51
5.37 2.13E-02
16.35
-9.83
6.04 1.52E-02

8 14.56

-9.33

6.55

1.18E-02

10 17.71

-9.31

6.57

1.17E-02

8 14.49

-9.18

6.69

1.10E-02

8 14.35

-8.91

6.96

9.61E-03

8 14.30

-8.80

7.07

9.08E-03

8 14.29

-8.79

7.08

9.04E-03

8 14.25

-8.70

7.17

8.64E-03

8 14.22

-8.66

7.22

8.44E-03

8 14.11

-8.44

7.44

7.57E-03

8 14.00

-8.22

7.66

6.79E-03

8 13.96

-8.13

7.75

6.48E-03

20
People + Starting + Tree_density + People:Starting +
People:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + People:Distance +
People:Starting + Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Tree_density
+ Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Starting + Tree_density + People:Starting +
People:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density

8 13.95

-8.11

7.77

6.41E-03

10 17.05

-8.00

7.88

6.07E-03

8 13.72

-7.65

8.23

5.10E-03

9 14.98

-7.09

8.79

3.85E-03

11 18.21

-6.88

9.00

3.47E-03

10 16.44

-6.77

9.10

3.29E-03

9 14.80

-6.74

9.13

3.24E-03

10 16.41

-6.70

9.17

3.18E-03

9 14.62

-6.38

9.50

2.70E-03

9 14.60

-6.33

9.54

2.64E-03

11 17.93

-6.31

9.56

2.61E-03

9 14.56

-6.25

9.62

2.54E-03

9 14.55

-6.24

9.64

2.52E-03

11 17.84

-6.15

9.73

2.41E-03

9 14.49

-6.11

9.76

2.36E-03

9 14.49

-6.11

9.77

2.36E-03

9 14.44

-6.01

9.86

2.25E-03

9 14.35

-5.84

10.03

2.07E-03

9 14.32

-5.77

10.11

1.99E-03

9 14.26

-5.65

10.22

1.88E-03

9 14.24

-5.61

10.26

1.84E-03

21
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Tree_density + Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Tree_density + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + People:Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + Distance:Starting +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting +
Starting:Tree_density

9 14.17

-5.47

10.40

1.72E-03

9 14.04

-5.22

10.66

1.51E-03

9 13.96

-5.05

10.82

1.39E-03

10 15.48

-4.84

11.03

1.25E-03

11 17.16

-4.78

11.09

1.22E-03

11 17.05

-4.57

11.31

1.09E-03

10 15.34

-4.56

11.31

1.09E-03

11 16.94

-4.33

11.54

9.72E-04

12 18.71

-4.23

11.64

9.25E-04

10 15.04

-3.97

11.91

8.09E-04

12 18.52

-3.87

12.01

7.71E-04

10 14.96

-3.80

12.07

7.46E-04

10 14.94

-3.78

12.10

7.36E-04

10 14.90

-3.70

12.18

7.08E-04

10 14.85

-3.59

12.29

6.70E-04

10 14.84

-3.57

12.30

6.65E-04

22
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + People:Distance +
People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
People:Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + Distance:Starting + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Starting + Tree_density + People:Starting +
People:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + People:Distance:Tree_density

12 18.32

-3.47

12.41

6.31E-04

11 16.49

-3.44

12.43

6.23E-04

10 14.77

-3.42

12.45

6.16E-04

10 14.70

-3.30

12.58

5.80E-04

12 18.23

-3.29

12.58

5.78E-04

10 14.63

-3.14

12.73

5.36E-04

10 14.60

-3.09

12.79

5.22E-04

10 14.56

-3.01

12.87

5.01E-04

12 18.07

-2.96

12.92

4.89E-04

10 14.49

-2.87

13.01

4.67E-04

10 14.49

-2.87

13.01

4.67E-04

10 14.45

-2.78

13.09

4.47E-04

12 17.91

-2.65

13.22

4.20E-04

10 14.32

-2.52

13.35

3.93E-04

10 14.28

-2.45

13.43

3.78E-04

11 15.91

-2.27

13.60

3.47E-04

12 17.45

-1.73

14.14

2.65E-04

23
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density + People:Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Starting:Tree_density

11 15.57

-1.59

14.28

2.47E-04

11 15.49

-1.44

14.43

2.29E-04

12 17.16

-1.15

14.72

1.98E-04

12 17.16

-1.14

14.73

1.97E-04

11 15.34

-1.13

14.74

1.96E-04

13 18.96

-0.90

14.98

1.75E-04

13 18.89

-0.75

15.13

1.62E-04

13 18.88

-0.73

15.15

1.60E-04

11 15.02

-0.50

15.37

1.43E-04

13 18.72

-0.42

15.46

1.37E-04

11 14.98

-0.42

15.46

1.37E-04

13 18.71

-0.39

15.49

1.35E-04

11 14.95

-0.37

15.51

1.34E-04

11 14.95

-0.36

15.51

1.34E-04

24
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
People:Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Starting + Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +

11 14.85

-0.15

15.72

1.20E-04

11 14.77

0.01

15.88

1.11E-04

14 20.41

0.31

16.19

9.54E-05

13 18.35

0.33

16.20

9.45E-05

11 14.60

0.34

16.22

9.40E-05

13 18.26

0.51

16.39

8.62E-05

11 14.49

0.56

16.44

8.41E-05

13 17.92

1.20

17.07

6.11E-05

12 15.91

1.35

17.23

5.66E-05

12 15.91

1.36

17.24

5.64E-05

13 17.69

1.65

17.53

4.87E-05

12 15.58

2.02

17.90

4.06E-05

14 19.46

2.20

18.07

3.72E-05

25
People:Distance:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density
Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + Distance:Starting +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Starting:Tree_density + People:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + People:Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +

12 15.37

2.44

18.32

3.29E-05

4 3.11
14 19.18

2.73
2.76

18.60
18.63

2.85E-05
2.81E-05

12 15.18

2.81

18.68

2.74E-05

12 15.04

3.09

18.96

2.38E-05

14 18.97

3.19

19.06

2.26E-05

12 14.98

3.21

19.09

2.23E-05

14 18.92

3.28

19.15

2.16E-05

12 14.85

3.48

19.35

1.96E-05

12 14.77

3.64

19.51

1.81E-05

14 18.74

3.65

19.53

1.79E-05

15 20.58

4.32

20.19

1.29E-05

14 18.38

4.37

20.24

1.25E-05

26
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Starting + People:Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density
Starting + Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
Distance + Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting +
People:Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting +
People:Starting:Tree_density
Starting + Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density
Distance + Starting + Distance:Starting

14 18.00

5.13

21.00

8.59E-06

13 15.93

5.17

21.04

8.41E-06

5 3.15
13 15.91

5.17
5.21

21.05
21.08

8.39E-06
8.24E-06

5 3.12
13 15.30

5.23
6.44

21.11
22.31

8.14E-06
4.45E-06

15 19.47

6.54

22.41

4.24E-06

15 19.30

6.89

22.76

3.55E-06

13 15.04

6.94

22.82

3.46E-06

15 19.21

7.06

22.94

3.26E-06

6 3.48
15 19.00

7.14
7.48

23.02
23.36

3.13E-06
2.64E-06

7.60

23.47

2.49E-06

6

3.25
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People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
Distance + Starting + Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting +
People:Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting +
People:Distance:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Starting + People:Tree_density + Distance:Starting
+ Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
Distance + Starting + Tree_density + Distance:Tree_density
Distance + Starting + Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
Distance + Starting + Tree_density + Distance:Starting
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Starting:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Starting + People:Starting:Tree_density
Distance + Starting + Tree_density + Distance:Tree_density
+ Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting +
People:Distance:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density
Distance + Starting + Tree_density + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density
People

15 18.93

7.63

23.51

2.45E-06

6 3.15
16 20.62

7.80
8.89

23.68
24.76

2.25E-06
1.31E-06

16 20.59

8.95

24.83

1.27E-06

14 15.93

9.26

25.14

1.09E-06

7 3.73
7 3.48
7 3.28
14 15.30

9.40
9.92
10.31
10.53

25.28
25.79
26.19
26.41

1.01E-06
7.82E-07
6.42E-07
5.75E-07

4.38

11.03

26.91

4.48E-07

16 19.47

11.19

27.06

4.15E-07

16 19.33

11.48

27.36

3.58E-07

8

8

3.98

11.83

27.70

3.01E-07

4

-1.80

12.56

28.44

2.09E-07
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Distance + Starting + Tree_density + Distance:Starting +
Starting:Tree_density
Distance + Starting + Tree_density + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting +
People:Distance:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Distance
People + Tree_density
People + Distance + People:Distance
Distance + Starting + Tree_density + Distance:Starting +
Distance:Tree_density + Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density
People + Tree_density + People:Tree_density
People + Distance + Tree_density
People + Distance + Tree_density + People:Distance +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Starting + Tree_density +
People:Distance + People:Starting + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting + Distance:Tree_density +
Starting:Tree_density + People:Distance:Starting +
People:Distance:Tree_density +
People:Starting:Tree_density +
Distance:Starting:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Starting:Tree_density
NULL
People + Distance + Tree_density + People:Distance
People + Distance + Tree_density + People:Tree_density
People + Distance + Tree_density + Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Tree_density + People:Distance +
People:Tree_density + Distance:Tree_density
Distance
Tree_density
People + Distance + Tree_density + People:Distance +
People:Tree_density
People + Distance + Tree_density + People:Tree_density +
Distance:Tree_density
People + Distance + Tree_density + People:Distance +
People:Tree_density + Distance:Tree_density +
People:Distance:Tree_density
Distance + Tree_density
Distance + Tree_density + Distance:Tree_density

8

3.61

12.57

28.44

2.08E-07

9

4.68

13.51

29.39

1.30E-07

17 20.64

13.83

29.71

1.10E-07

5
5
6
10

-1.72
-1.80
-1.11
4.68

14.90
15.06
16.33
16.75

30.78
30.94
32.20
32.63

6.47E-08
5.97E-08
3.17E-08
2.56E-08

6
6
8

-1.36
-1.72
1.03

16.83
17.54
17.73

32.70
33.41
33.60

2.47E-08
1.73E-08
1.58E-08

18 20.99

18.46

34.33

1.09E-08

3
7
7
7
9

-6.08
-1.11
-1.30
-1.32
1.51

18.72
19.10
19.48
19.51
19.84

34.60
34.97
35.35
35.39
35.71

9.58E-09
7.93E-09
6.57E-09
6.46E-09
5.48E-09

4
4
8

-6.01
-6.06
-0.72

20.98
21.07
21.22

36.85
36.95
37.10

3.10E-09
2.96E-09
2.75E-09

8

-0.87

21.53

37.40

2.36E-09

10

2.19

21.72

37.60

2.14E-09

5
6

-5.99
-5.43

23.44
24.95

39.31
40.83

9.06E-10
4.26E-10
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Table 3. Flight initiation distance and starting distance results per location. FID measures
distance humans can approach a squirrel before the squirrel flees. Starting distance measures
where the experiment begins. Squirrels had larger FID and starting distances at locations with
more humans.
Location

Number of squirrel
test subjects

Average FID (cm)

Average Starting
Distance (cm)

Finch

6

1004.33

1159.18

Fairmount

5

1406.06

1933.02

Lincoln

5

2684.54

2969.40

Hays

5

696.72

1285.32

Audubon

6

625.33

1166.85

Whitworth

6

394.88

861.47

EWU

5

374.14

914.14

Gonzaga

9

475.49

1892.68
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Table 4. Feeding survey results showing number of peanuts thrown to the squirrels and number
of peanuts the squirrels took per location. No peanuts were taken from squirrels at Finch,
Fairmount, Lincoln, and Audubon.
Location

Number of squirrel
test subjects

Number of peanuts
thrown

Number of peanuts
taken

Finch

5

5

0

Fairmount

5

5

0

Lincoln

5

5

0

Hays

6

11

9

Audubon

5

6

0

Whitworth

5

15

14

EWU

6

16

12

GU

5

22

21
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Table 5. Model selection table of the probability of a peanut being eaten. Each row indicates the
results of a given model with a specific combination of predictor variables. Distance stands for
the distance to the squirrel when throwing the peanut, People stands for the relative amount of
people, and Tree_density stands for tree density per hectare. The df, logLik, AICc, delta and
weights columns contain the degrees of freedom, the log likelihood, the AICc, the difference
between the best model, and the model weight of each model, respectively. Models are ordered
from smallest to largest AICc values.
Model
People+Tree_density
People+Distance+Tree_density
People*Distance+Tree_density
People+Distance*Tree_density
Distance+Tree_density
Distance
Distance*Tree_density
People*Distance*Tree_density
People+Distance
People*Distance
People
NULL
Tree_density

df
5
6
7
7
5
4
6
8
5
6
4
3
4

logLik
AICc
Delta
weight
-5.91
22.60
0.00
8.63E-01
-7.61
28.34
5.74
4.89E-02
-7.47
30.45
7.85
1.70E-02
-7.51
30.53
7.93
1.63E-02
-9.87
30.54
7.94
1.63E-02
-11.13
30.77
8.17
1.45E-02
-9.01
31.14
8.54
1.21E-02
-7.46
32.89
10.29
5.02E-03
-11.24
33.26
10.66
4.18E-03
-10.90
34.92
12.31
1.83E-03
-14.49
37.50
14.90
5.01E-04
-16.74
39.78
17.18
1.60E-04
-16.63
41.77
19.17
5.92E-05
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Table 6. Model selection table of the distance squirrels ate peanuts. Each row indicates the
results of a given model with a specific combination of predictor variables. Distance stands for
the distance to the squirrel when throwing the peanut, People stands for the relative amount of
people, and Tree_density stands for tree density per hectare. The df, logLik, AICc, delta and
weights columns contain the degrees of freedom, the log likelihood, the AICc, the difference
between the best model, and the model weight of each model, respectively. Models are ordered
from smallest to largest AICc values.
Model
Distance
NULL
People
Tree_density
Distance+Tree_density
People+Distance
People+Tree_density
Distance+People+Tree_density
People*Distance
Distance*Tree_density
People*Distance+Tree_density
Distance*Tree_density+People
Distance*People*Tree_density

df logLik
AICc
delta
weight
5
15.748
-20.133
0.000
5.85E-01
4
14.152
-19.416
0.717
4.09E-01
5
9.971
-8.578
11.555
1.81E-03
5
9.936
-8.509
11.624
1.75E-03
6
10.977
-8.001
12.132
1.36E-03
6
10.874
-7.794
12.339
1.22E-03
6
5.932
2.089
22.222
8.74E-06
7
6.598
3.470
23.603
4.38E-06
7
0.379
15.908
36.040
8.73E-09
7
0.351
15.966
36.098
8.48E-09
8
-3.858
27.228
47.361
3.04E-11
8
-4.007
27.526
47.659
2.62E-11
9
-14.038
50.576
70.709
2.59E-16
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Table 7. Model selection table of the number of peanuts eaten per squirrel. Each row indicates
the results of a given model with a specific combination of predictor variables. Distance stands
for the distance to the squirrel when throwing the peanut, People stands for the relative amount
of people, and Tree_density stands for tree density per hectare. The df, logLik, AICc, delta and
weights columns contain the degrees of freedom, the log likelihood, the AICc, the difference
between the best model, and the model weight of each model, respectively. Models are ordered
from smallest to largest AICc values.
Model
df
Distance
Distance+Tree_density
Tree_density
People+Distance
People
NULL
People+Tree_density
Distance*Tree_density
People+Distance+Tree_density
People*Distance
Distance*Tree_density+People
People*Distance+Tree_density
People*Distance*Tree_density

3
4
3
4
3
2
4
5
5
5
6
6
7

logLik
AICc
delta
weight
-24.91
58.21
0.00 4.06E-01
-23.57
59.59
1.37 2.05E-01
-26.09
60.58
2.37 1.24E-01
-24.18
60.81
2.59 1.11E-01
-26.79
61.99
3.78 6.15E-02
-29.16
63.41
5.20 3.02E-02
-25.98
64.41
6.20 1.83E-02
-23.55
64.59
6.38 1.67E-02
-23.57
64.64
6.43 1.64E-02
-24.13
65.77
7.55 9.31E-03
-23.55
71.09
12.88 6.50E-04
-23.56
71.11
12.90 6.43E-04
-23.54
79.75
21.53 8.58E-06
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Figure 1. Map of Study Sites of FID and Feeding Surveys. Fairmount Memorial Park, Finch
Arboretum Woodland Center, and Lincoln Park represent lower levels of human activity,
Audubon Park, and Hays Park represent moderate levels of human activity, and Gonzaga
University, Whitworth, and Eastern Washington University represent higher levels of human
activity levels.
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Figure 2. Regression of flight initiation distance on relative human exposure on a logarithmic
scale showing a decrease in FID of gray squirrels in urban areas of Eastern Washington with an
increase in relative human exposure. FID measures distance humans can approach squirrels
before the squirrel flees. Squirrels let humans approach at a shorter distance in areas with more
humans. Band shows the 95% confidence interval of the regression line.
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Figure 3. Regression of flight initiation distance of gray squirrels in urban areas of Eastern
Washington on starting distance on a logarithmic scale showing an increase in FID with an
increase with starting distance. Starting distance measures where the experiment begins and had
to be larger than FID. Squirrels that showed a larger starting distance also showed a larger FID.
Band shows the 95% confidence interval of the regression line.
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Figure 4. Effect of flight initiation distance of S. carolinensis based on relative human exposure
at each location with a predictive FID of gray squirrels in urban areas of Eastern Washington
following the predictive pattern with 95% confidence intervals. FID measures distance humans
can approach squirrels before the squirrel flees. Squirrels let humans approach at a shorter
distance in areas with more humans.
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Figure 5. Numbers of peanuts taken or not by gray squirrels in urban areas of Eastern
Washington from me at each location. Squirrels took peanuts only at EWU, Gonzaga, Hays, and
Whitworth. Squirrels at Audubon, Fairmount, Finch, and Lincoln did not take any peanuts.
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Figure 6. The proportion of peanuts thrown that was taken by gray squirrels in urban areas of
Eastern Washington at the different locations. Squirrels took peanuts only at EWU, Gonzaga,
Hays, and Whitworth. Squirrels at Audubon, Fairmount, Finch, and Lincoln did not take any
peanuts. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for the proportion.
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Figure 7. Regression of odds of peanuts being taken by gray squirrels in urban areas of Eastern
Washington on relative amount of people. As relative amount of people increases, proportion of
peanuts taken by a squirrel increases. Squirrels were more likely to take more peanuts in areas
with more people. Band shows the 95% confidence interval of the regression line.
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Figure 8. Regression of odds of peanut being taken by gray squirrels in urban areas of Eastern
Washington on tree density. As tree density decreases, proportion of peanuts taken decreases.
Squirrels were more likely to take peanuts in areas with fewer trees. Band shows the 95%
confidence interval of the regression line.
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Figure 9. The probability of a peanut being taken as a function of the relative number of people.
As relative amount of people increases, proportion of peanuts taken by gray squirrels in urban
areas of Eastern Washington increases with apparent threshold above 40 people. In areas with
less than 40 people, squirrels are much less likely to accept peanuts from humans. Band shows
the 95% confidence interval of the regression line.
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Figure 10. The probability of a peanut being taken as a function of tree density per hectare. As
tree density decreases, proportion of peanuts taken by gray squirrels in urban areas of Eastern
Washington decreases with apparent threshold above 48. In areas with more than 48 trees per
hectare, squirrels are much less likely to accept peanuts from humans. Band shows the 95%
confidence interval of the regression line.
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Figure 11. Regression of distance where squirrel would eat peanut on initial distance. As distance
from squirrel increases, the distance a gray squirrel in urban areas of Eastern Washington would
eat a peanut from me increases. Squirrels that accepted peanuts at a shorter distance would stay
at a shorter distance to eat that peanut. Band shows the 95% confidence interval of the regression
line.
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Figure 12. The difference between maximum distance and minimum distance a gray squirrel in
urban areas of Eastern Washington would eat a peanut as a function of locations including only
locations where squirrels did accept a peanut from me. EWU and GU were significantly different
from Hays, and GU was significantly different from Whitworth. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals for the proportion.
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Figure 13. The average number of peanuts eaten by gray squirrels in urban areas of Eastern
Washington that accepted peanuts from me in the four locations where squirrels ate peanuts.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for the proportion.
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Figure 14. Regression of average number of peanuts eaten by gray squirrels in urban areas of
Eastern Washington on initial distance. As distance to squirrel decreases, the number of peanuts
eaten decreases. Squirrels that came a closer distance to me ate more peanuts. Band shows the
95% confidence interval of the regression line.
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